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SATs Spelling Revision - Paper 1

Name Class

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one 
is spelt correctly. Circle the word that is spelt correctly.

1. A. racoon   B. racone   C. racon   D. raccoon

2. A. humming   B. hamming   C. humning   D. huming

3. A. apploze   B. applauce   C. applause   D. aplause

4. A. mustashe   B. mustache   C. mustachi   D. mustash

5. A. likele   B. likily   C. likeli   D. likely

6. A. doghnut   B. dougnut   C. dowghnut   D. doughnut

7. A. cwalities   B. qualitees   C. qualities   D. qwalities

8. A. syrup   B. sirup   C. cyrupe   D. syrep

9. A. conferance   B. conference   C. confrance   D. canference
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In each given sentence one word is misspelt, find the word and rewrite the 
sentence with the correct spellings.

1. Don't put too much shugar in the cake.

2. My hands feel oily when I use losion.

3. The weather looks beautyful today.

4. Sam wants to become a famous musicien.

5. Air and water are essensial for human life.

6. Luke had a great pasion for football.

7. I have noticed a sygnificant improvement in Sarah's behaviour.

8. Do you think rugby is a toughe sport?

Progress check
Confident in:

Learning Targets for Progress:
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SATs Spelling Revision - Paper 1

Name Class

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only 
one is spelt correctly. Circle the word that is spelt correctly.

1. A
2. A
3. C
4. B
5. D
6. D
7. C
8. A
9. B

ANSWERS
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In each given sentence one word is misspelt, find the word and 
rewrite the sentence with the correct spellings.

1. Don't put too much shugar in the cake.

A. sugar

2. My hands feel oily when I use losion.

A. lotion

3. The weather looks beautyful today.

A. beautiful

4. Sam wants to become a famous musicien.

A. musician

5. Air and water are essensial for human life.

A. essential

6. Luke had a great pasion for football.

A. passion

7. I have noticed a sygnificant improvement in Sarah's behaviour.

A. significant

8. Do you think rugby is a toughe sport?

A. tough
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